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To reduce the traction energy consumption of urban rail trains by regenerating energy, a train traction and braking model was
designed based on algebraic graph theory and train dynamics theory and the following consistency model of energy-saving
operation of urban rail trains was constructed based on the conditions of the coordination coefcient and the operating condition
conversion of trains. Not only to constantly update the consistency controller and save communication resources but also to
optimize the energy-saving efect, the consistency algorithm of event triggering was used to search for the optimal operating
conditions of trains and the energy-saving operation scheme for multiple trains was established. Taking the train diagram of a
subway line in Jinan as an example, the energy-saving control scheme of four trains was solved by MATLAB simulation. Te
simulation results show that the model can not only ensure parking accuracy and punctuality but also energy savings efectively;
that is, the proportion of the total regenerative energy used by the follower train in the actual energy consumption is increased
from 3.32% to 10.76%, and the actual total energy consumption of the train is reduced by 9.23%.

1. Introduction

With the continuous expansion of the construction scale of
urban rail transit, the energy consumption of urban rail trains
shows a rapid growth trend. Among all kinds of energy con-
sumption of urban rail transit systems, the proportion of
traction energy consumption of trains in the total energy
consumption is the most prominent. How to reduce traction
energy consumption by optimizing the train operation is a
common concern of operation companies and scholars [1]. Due
to the short distance between urban rail transit stations, frequent
braking during train operation will produce considerable re-
generative energy, which can be fed back to the catenary for
immediate use by other traction trains. Terefore, efcient and
full utilization of renewable energy is an important way to
reduce the energy consumption of urban rail transit systems [2].

At present, to improve the utilization of renewable energy,
many scholars at home and abroad mainly study the opti-
mization of train schedules and train coordinated control.Te
optimization of train schedules can improve the utilization
rate of renewable energy and reduce actual energy con-
sumption from the perspective of the entire system [3],
mainly including optimizing the arrival and departure times,
departure intervals, and interstation operation redundancy
time allocation [4–6]. From the perspective of train coop-
erative control, some scholars have studied how to increase
the heavy fall time of train traction and braking conditions
through the cooperative operation process of multiple trains,
so as to improve the utilization rate of renewable energy
[7–10]. Although some methods mentioned in the literature
[3–10] have improved the utilization rate of renewable energy,
they have had some impact on the operation schedule of
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urban rail trains. Te train cooperative control is extended to
the general agent cooperative control, and its control basis is
the consistency problem, which refers to that multiple control
systems update their own information by the information
about themselves and leaders, so as to make a certain ne-
gotiation variable tend to be consistent [11]. Te control
systems communicate by the network in practical application,
and because of the bandwidth and other constraints of the
network itself, it brings higher challenges to multisystem
cooperative control [12]. Terefore, Tabuada and other
scholars proposed a new method of event-triggered com-
munication [13]. At present, the research on event-triggered
multisystem consistency has made many achievements
[14–17]. Chen et al. [18] introduced an event trigger mech-
anism to avoid excessive consumption of communication
resources. Li et al. [19] proposed an event trigger strategy to
reduce the communication burden of the two channels from
the device and model to the controller. Zhou and Chang [20]
applied an elastic trigger mechanism to reduce the com-
munication channel load and save network resources.

As an important consistency problem, following con-
sistency has also attracted the attention of more and more
scholars. In this kind of problem, the leader is not afected by
other followers, and under the action of consistency
agreement, a negotiation variable changes with the leader
[21–23]. Te works [11–23] have studied the application of
event-triggering mechanism and consistency protocol in
other felds, which provides a reference for this study.

Under the condition of not changing the train schedule
[24], we studied the application of the following consistency
event in the energy-saving operation of urban rail trains,
introduced the event trigger mechanism into the following
consistency collaborative control, took the weighted accel-
eration of the train as the collaborative variable, changed the
secondary traction time of the follower train through the
event trigger mechanism, and increased the renewable en-
ergy utilization rate of the leader train, and it not only re-
duced the traction energy consumption but also ensured the
punctuality of train operation at each station.

2. Problem Description

Consider that the leading urban rail vehicle is the leader and
the following vehicle is the follower, a multiagent system is
formed. Te dynamic models of the leader and follower are
shown in

_x0(t) � Ax0(t), (1)

_xi(t) � Axi(t) + Bτsat ui(t)( , (2)

where x0(t) and xi(t) ∈ Rn are the states of the leader and
follower, respectively, A ∈ Rn×n andB ∈ Rn×p are the system
matrices, ui(t) ∈ Rp is the control input of the follower, τ is
the traction control coefcient, and sat(·) represents a
symmetric input saturation function, as shown in

sat ui(  �

umax, ui > umax

ui, ui


≤ umax

− umax, ui < − umax

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
. (3)

According to the actual situation of urban rail transit,
under the control input saturation constraint of the follower,
a consistency control strategy is designed to reduce the
update frequency of the controller, so as to reduce network
consumption and avoid network congestion and delay the
network’s life. Terefore, it is assumed that the leader and
follower trains are installed with an event monitor to de-
termine the time when communication is required and the
control input is updated.

Te research of this paper is based on the following
assumptions:

(1) Te running time and dwell time of each station
interval of the subway train are constant and cannot
be adjusted.

(2) Te operation curve of the leader train is determined
by the optimal energy-saving operation scheme of
the traditional single train operation, which is not
variable, that is, the maximum traction force is
adopted for traction under traction conditions, the
maximum braking force is adopted for braking
under braking condition, and the coasting condition
is adopted in the middle [25]; Te operating con-
dition of the follower train is to draw to the set speed
with the maximum traction force and then coasting.
During this coasting, consistent coordination is
accepted. According to the coordination or coasting
to the last moment that can meet the operation time
and distance, retraction (traction equivalent to the
braking force)-coasting braking (maximum braking
force) occurs.

(3) Assuming that the train is in the same power supply
arm, the regenerative braking electric energy of the
leader train can be used by other following trains
immediately and the remaining energy can be
consumed by trackside resistance. Te utilization
process is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, train 1 is in
the traction condition stage and train 0 is in the
braking condition stage. Te regenerative energy
generated by train 0 braking can be immediately
utilized by train 1, which is refected in the feasibility
of path 1. In addition, when the electric energy re-
quired by train 1 during traction is less than the
regenerative energy generated by train 0, the excess
regenerative energy is consumed by trackside re-
sistance, that is, path 2 is feasible; in addition, when
the electric energy required by train 1 is greater than
the regenerative energy generated by train 0, the
regenerative energy generated by train 0 is feasible.
Path 4 will not exist. At this time, the traction
substation will transmit enough electric energy for
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train 1 to ensure the normal operation of train 1,
which is refected in the feasibility of path 3.

(4) To ensure the accuracy of train operating time, it is
assumed that the train will not be afected by co-
ordinated control under the outbound traction
condition and inbound braking condition, that is,
the maximum traction force and maximum braking
force will remain unchanged.

(5) Due to the infuence of the urban rail transit oper-
ating environment and operation requirements, the
maximum traction acceleration of the train is set as
atmax, the maximum braking acceleration is set as
abmax, and the maximum speed limit is set as vmax ,

(6) Te consistency of multitrain energy-saving coop-
erative operations is studied. Te train is regarded as
a particle, and the operation conditions such as
ramps and tunnels of the line are not considered for
the time being.

3. Train Operation Model

3.1. Force Analysis. Te train is mainly afected by traction,
braking force, and resistance during operation, as shown in

F � Ft + Fb + Fr, (4)

where F is the resultant force of the train, Ft is the train traction
force, Fb is the train braking force, and Fr is the train resistance;
when the train is in traction condition, the value ofFb is zero and
negative, the values of Ft and Fb are zero, Fr is negative in the
coasting condition, the value of Ft is zero, and at the same time,
Fr and Fb are negative in braking conditions.

Train resistance refers to the force opposite to the
running direction of the train due to the infuence of friction,
impact, vibration, the plane and section of the line, and other
external conditions during train operation. According to the
causes, train resistance is divided into basic resistance, ad-
ditional resistance, and starting resistance [26]. Te fol-
lowing train operation processes under traction, coasting,
and braking conditions are shown in

F � Ft − Fr

at �
Ft

m
−

g c · v
2
t + b · vt + a 

1000

vt � v0 + 
t

t0

atdt

st � 
t

t0

vtdt

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (5)

F � − Fr

ac � −
g c · v

2
c + b · vc + a 

1000

vc � vh + 
t

tc

acdt

sc � 
t

tc

vcdt

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (6)

F � − Fr

ac � −
g c · v

2
c + b · vc + a 

1000

vc � vh + 
t

tc

acdt

sc � 
t

tc

vcdt

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (7)

where at, vt, and st are the acceleration, speed, and driving
distance of the train in the traction condition, respectively,
and v0 and t0 are the initial speed and time when the train
starts. ac, vc, and sc are the acceleration, speed, and driving
distance of the train during coasting, vh and tc are the initial
speed and time of the train during coasting, ab, vb, and sb are

Urban rail train 0 Urban rail train 1 

Wayside resistance

1
2 3

Traction
substation 

Traction
substation 

Traction network

1 2 3Path1 Path2 Path3

Braking Traction

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of regenerative energy utilization process.
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the acceleration, speed, and driving distance of the train
under braking condition, and vl and tb are the initial speed
and time of the train during braking.

3.2. Model Solving. According to the assumptions in the
previous section of this paper, the leader train adopts the
maximum traction force for traction, the maximum braking
force for braking, and the coasting condition in the middle.
Te follower train adopts the maximum traction force for
traction under the traction condition, enters the frst
coasting condition when reaching the set speed, and
according to the coordination condition or coasting to the
last moment that can meet the running time and running
distance, retraction (traction equivalent to the braking
force)-coasting braking (maximum braking force, parameter
setting and solution steps are shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, vt2 and tt2, respectively, represent the initial
speed and time of secondary traction of urban rail trains;
zstan and n represent the total number of stations completed
of urban rail trains and the total number of target operation
stations, respectively. According to the operation steps of the
leader train and the follower train, the premise of solving the
train objective function is the operation sequence, that is, the
solving equations. Once the operation sequence is changed,
the train operation objective function needs to be recalcu-
lated and adjusted.

4. Consistency Agreement and Analysis

4.1. Consistency Agreement

Defnition 1. If the state of the agent fnally meets
lim

x⟶∞
‖xi(t) − x0(t)‖ � 0 under any initial conditions, it is

said that the system obtains master-slave consistency. Te
purpose of energy savings is achieved by the immediate
utilization of braking regenerative energy. Te total energy
consumption of train i in a certain station is Ei, which is
shown as follows:

Ei � E
i
t − E

i0
b , (8)

E
i
t � 

t∈T
p

i
t(t)dt � 

t∈T
F

i
t vi, t(  · vi(t)dt, (9)

E
i0
b �

E
0
bp

i
t(t)>p

0
b(t)

E
i
tp

i
t(t) � p

0
b(t)

E
i
t − E

0
bp

i
t(t)<p

0
b(t)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (10)

E
0
b � 

t∈T
p
0
b(t)dt � 

t∈T
F
0
b v0, t(  · v0(t)dt, (11)

where Ei
t is the total traction energy consumption of the

train, E0
b is the braking regenerative energy of the leader

train, Ei0
b is the braking regenerative energy of the leader

train absorbed by the train, pi
t(t) is the traction instanta-

neous power of trains, p0
b(t) is the braking instantaneous

power of the leader train, Fi
t(vi, t) is the traction force of the

train at the moment, and F0
b(v0, t) is the braking force of the

leader train at the moment; they can be expressed as follows:

F
i
t vi, t(  � mi · ai(t) + F

i
r vi, t( , (12)

F
0
b v0, t(  � m0 · a0(t) − F

0
r v0, t( , (13)

where mi is the mass of trains, ai(t) is the acceleration of
trains, m0 is the mass of the leader train, a0(t) is the ac-
celeration of the leader train (negative value under braking
condition), and Fi

r(vi, t) and F0
r(v0, t) are the basic running

resistances of the follower train and the leader train, re-
spectively; they can be expressed as follows:

F
i
r vi, t(  � mi · F

i
ur vi, t( g · 10− 3

(i � 0, 1, 2 · · ·), (14)

F
i
ur vi, t(  � a + b · vi(t) + cv

2
i (t). (15)

Here, Fi
ur(vi, t) is the unit of the basic running resistance

of the train, g is the gravitational acceleration, and a, b, and c

are the empirical parameters determined by the experiment,
respectively. Multitrain energy-saving cooperative following
consistency can be described as follows:

lim
t⟶∞

μai(t) − λa0(t)
����

���� � 0, (16)

where a0 is the acceleration of the leader train, ai is the
acceleration of train i, and μ and λ are both energy-saving
synergy coefcients; generally, μ is any real number, λ � 1. βi

is defned as the diference between the weighted acceler-
ation value of the following train i and the weighted ac-
celeration value of the leader train. βi is called the
collaborative deviation degree, which is recorded as βi �

μai − λa0. During the actual operation of the train, we do not
need the acceleration of each train to be completely con-
sistent with the acceleration of the leader. When the ac-
celeration state meets our requirements, we can also
consider that a collaborative agreement is reached, that is,
βi ≤ ε; the multitrain system reaches coordination, where ε is
the synergetic error.

Based on the consistent design objective, the system
regulation coefcient c is introduced and the event driving
function is defned, as shown in the following equation:

ei(t)
����

����≤ c qi t
i
k 

�����

�����. (17)

If equation (17) does not hold, the system will update the
controller; otherwise, the system will not be driven. ei(t) �

qi(ti
k) − qi(t) is the error function of the system at time t.Te

system regulation parameter c shall meet 0< c< 1.
A control protocol with input saturation can be designed

by the driving function, as shown in the following equation:

ui(t) � − Kqi t
i
k  � − αK xi t

i
k  − x0 t

k

0
) . (18)

Since the negotiation variable is train acceleration, (18)
can be converted into the following equation:

ui(t) � − Kqi t
i
k  � − αK μai t

i
k  − λa0 t

k

j
) , (19)
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where t ∈ [ti
k, ti

k+1), ti
k and t

k
0 are the event-driven event

sequences of the train and the leader train, respectively, k

and k are positive integers, K is the control gain matrix, and
α represents constants greater than 0.

Since the leader train is not afected by the consistency
protocol, only the follower train is considered in the research
process and the control structure of the follower train i is
shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Consistency Analysis

Lemma 1 (see [27]). It is supposed that for a set
Rζ � v, z: ‖v − vz‖≤ uoi,∀i � 1, 2, · · · , n , where v ∈ Rp and
z ∈ Rp are vector elements in Rζ , there is a dead zone non-
linear function ϕ(v), so that the ϕ(v)TT(ϕ(v) + z)≤ 0 in-
equality holds, where ∈ Rp×p is any positive defnite diagonal
matrix. Te condition provides a feasible basis for trans-
forming the system stability problem into an LMI solution
problem.

Theorem 1. Considering equations (1) and (2), it is supposed
that the topological graph of the system is a strongly connected
graph and contains a directed spanning tree, if there is a
positive defnite matrix P ∈ Rn×n, any diagonal positive defnite
matrix T ∈ Rp×p, matrix G ∈ Rm×m, matrix ∈ Rm×m, a positive
number η, and two positive scalars τ1 and τ2, 0< c< 1; these
satisfy the following equations:

In ⊗PGT
i

∗ ηu
2
oi

⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦≥ 0, (20)

a11IN ⊗PB + TKH − TGIN ⊗PBK

∗ − 2 Im ⊗T( TK

∗ − τ2INm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦< 0, (21)

where a11 � (IN ⊗PA) + (IN ⊗ATP) − 2(H⊗PBK) + τ1
(IP) + σ(Im ⊗HT)(Im ⊗H), H � L + B, and σ � τ2
(c/1 − c)2. Ten, the error trajectory of the follower and the
leader will be included in this ellipsoid; that is, the follower can
achieve the desired consistency.

es<0.3mParameter
adjustment 

iterative calculation of real-time velocity, 
acceleration and displacement according to 

different working conditions.

N

Y

parameter assignment, establish equations 
according to stress analysis.

solve the equations to obtain the initial 
values of vh,tc ,vl and tb.

modify iteration point and inter 
station parameters,enter the next 

station section
N zstan=n

End

Y

Start

Input parameters
Trainmass: m; Resistance parameters:a,b,c; Initial speed and time of train: v0,t0; 

Distance between stations, operation time and dwell time of each station:Ssta ,Trun ,Tstop;
Maximum braking force:Fb;Maximum traction:Ft;

Iteration step:bst;Initial assignment of displacement error variable:es;
Follower train:Maximum speed, distance and time of the first traction:vh1,st1,tt1

parameter assignment, establish 
equations according to stress analysis.

solve the equations to obtain the initial 
values of vh,tc ,vl,tb,vt2 and tt2.

Leader train Follower train

Parameter
adjustment N

Figure 2: Parameter setting and solution steps.
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Prove: in vector x
∧
(t) � (x

∧
1(t), x
∧
2(t), · · · x

∧
N(t)), x

∧
i(t) �

x0(t) − xi(t) represents the state error
e(t) � (e1(t), e2(t), · · · eN(t))T root of the ith follower and
leader; then, the error system can be shown in the following
equation:

_
x
∧
(t) � IN ⊗A( x

∧
(t) + Bsat(− KHx

∧
(t) − Ke(t)), (22)

where H � L + B and the dead zone nonlinear function ϕ(·)

will be introduced to replace the saturated nonlinear function;
if ϕ(u(t)) � sat(u(t)) − u(t), then (22) can be converted into
the following equation:
_
x
∧
(t) � IN ⊗A( x

∧
(t) + IN ⊗B( ϕ(− KHx

∧
(t) − Ke(t))

− (H⊗BK)x
∧
(t) − IN ⊗BK( e(t).

(23)

From event-driven function (17), the following can be
obtained:

ei(t)
����

����≤ c qi(t) + ei(t)
����

����≤ c qi(t)
����

���� + c ei(t)
����

����, (24)

ei(t)
����

����≤
c

1 − c
qi(t)

����
����. (25)

Therefore, it can be obtained that (26) is valid.

e
T
(t)e(t) ≤

c

1 − c
 

2

Im ⊗H( x
∧

 
T

Im ⊗H( x
∧

 . (26)

Lyapunov function is selected for stability analysis;we
assume that (27) holds.

V � x
∧T

IN ⊗P( x
∧
, (27)

where P is a positive defnite symmetric matrix because it is
stable, and the equation ATP + PA − PBBTP + In � 0 has a

unique positive defnite solution. To prove the stability of
(22), it is necessary to prove that function (27) _V≤ 0 is
satisfed; that is, it is necessary to prove that for any
x
∧ ∉ int , Rζ and e are established under equation (17), _V≤ 0
satisfying the driving conditions.

The S-procedure method can transform the problems
that do not belong to convex constraints into linear matrix
inequality constraints, so it is convenient to solve them by
using linear matrix inequality [28].

Order: σk: V⟶ R(k � 0, 1, · · · , N) is a real valued
objective function defned on the linear vector space V,
with the following two conditions. S1: for any ∈ V,
σ0(y)≥ 0 and the constraint condition is σk(y)≥ 0; S2:
if τk ≥ 0, then σ0 − 

N
k�1 τkσk(y)≥ 0 and ∀y ∈ V.

Suppose
S1: _V≤ 0, s.t.x

∧T
(In ⊗P)x

∧ > η− 1, ‖ei(t)‖≤ c‖qi(ti
k)‖

S2: _V + τ1(x
∧T

Px
∧

− η− 1) + τ2((c/1 − c)2((Im ⊗H)x
∧T

((Im ⊗H)x
∧
) − eTe)< 0

According to the ss-procedure method, the premise of
proving S1 is to prove S2. Terefore, S2 can be simplifed to
an equation.

_V + τ1 x
∧T

 Px
∧

− η− 1
 + σ Im(( ⊗H)x

∧T
Im( ⊗H)x

∧
− τ2 e

T
e < 0,

(28)

where σ � τ2(c/1 − c)2; suppose v � u, z � u + Gx
∧
; for any

x
∧∈ S � x

∧
: |Gix
∧
|≤ uoi,∀i � 1, 2, · · · , n  can satisfy the con-

ditions in Lemma 1, that is ϕ′(u)T(ϕ(u) + u + Gx
∧
)≤ 0; the

establishment of LMI can ensure the ellipsoid Rζ ⊂ S [27]. To
prove that _V≤ 0 is true, only (29) needs to be proved to be
true.

_V + τ1x
∧T

IN ⊗P( x
∧

+ σ(Hx
∧
)
T
(Hx
∧
) − τ2e

T
e − 2ϕT

(u)T(ϕ(u) + u + Gx
∧
)< 0. (29)

Controller

Kinetic
equation 

Parameter
adjustment 

Consistency
agreement 

Event trigger
time 

vh1,vh,vt,tc,tb

Pout

Follower train i

0
kx0 (t qi (ti

k) ui (t)

µi E

)

Figure 3: Control structure diagram of the follower train.
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Namely,

2x
∧T

IN ⊗PA( x
∧

+ 2x
∧T

IN ⊗PB( ϕ(u) − 2x
∧T

(H⊗PB)Kx
∧

− 2x
∧T

IN ⊗P(BK)( e

+τ1x
∧T

IN ⊗P( x
∧

+ σx
∧T

H
T
Hx
∧

− τ2e
T
e − 2ϕT

(u)Tϕ(u) + 2ϕT
(T⊗KH)x

∧

+2ϕT
(u)TKe − 2ϕT

(u)TGx
∧ < 0.

(30)

Suppose ε(t) � (x
∧T

(t)ϕT(u)eT(t)); we just prove that
εT1ε< 0. Among them,


1

�

a11 IN ⊗PB + TKH − TG IN ⊗P(BK)

∗ − 2 Im ⊗T(  TK

∗ ∗ − τ2IN×m

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (31)

where a11 � (IN ⊗PA) + (IN ⊗ATP) − 2(H⊗P(PK))+

τ1(IN ⊗P) + σ(Im ⊗HT)(Im ⊗H); therefore, according to
Lyapunov’s asymptotic stability theorem, the error system is
asymptotically stable; that is, the follower and the leader
achieve the desired consistency.

To show that there is no Zeno phenomenon in the whole
event-triggering control process, reference [16] gives the
following defnitions.

Defnition 2. If the event driving interval meets the con-
ditions inf

k
ti
k+1 − ti

k > 0, the system can eliminate the Zeno

phenomenon;that is, the system will not be infnitely trig-
gered within the limited driving time.

Theorem  . Consider master-slave systems (1) and (2), in
which communication topology is strongly connected. Based
on the event-driven control protocol (19) and driving con-
dition (17), each train can obtain the initial state of other
trains at the initial time and each train can transmit the
driving time state information to other trains; then, all trains
applying control protocol (19) and driving conditions (17) will
not generate the Zeno phenomenon.

Prove: because ‖ei(t)‖≤ c/1 − c‖qi(t)‖, we can get
‖ei(t)‖≤ c/1 − c‖Hx

∧
‖; from _ei(t) � − _qi(t) �

− (H⊗A)x(t) − (H⊗B)u(t), we will get

ei(t)


≤ 
ti
k
t

f
(H⊗A)x

∧
i(s)(H⊗B)ui(s)



ds. (32)

Since there is (33) and ‖x
∧
(t)‖∞ � sup

t≥0
‖x
∧
(t)‖, (32) can be

changed into

(H⊗A)x
∧

i(t) +(H⊗B)ui(t)



≤ ‖(H⊗A)x
∧
(t) +(H⊗B)u(t)‖

≤ ‖H⊗A‖‖x
∧
(t)‖ +‖H⊗B‖‖u(t)‖ ≤ ‖H⊗A‖‖x

∧
(t)‖ +‖H⊗B‖‖HK‖ x

∧
t
i
k 

������

������

(33)

ei(t)


≤ t − t
i
k  × ‖H⊗A‖‖x

∧
(t)‖∞ +‖H⊗B‖‖HK‖ x

∧
t
i
k 

������

������ . (34)

Formula (35) is valid.

t − t
i
k ≥

ei(t)




‖H⊗A‖‖x
∧
(t)‖∞ +‖H⊗B‖‖HK‖ x

∧
t
i
k 

������

������

. (35)

When the system is driven, (36) can be established.

|e(t)|>
c

1 − c
‖Hx
∧
‖. (36)

Because 0< c< 1 exists, the system will have |e(t)|> 0
when driven, that is,

t
i
k+1 − t

i
k ≥

ei(t)




‖H⊗A‖‖x
∧
(t)‖∞ +‖H⊗B‖‖HK‖ x

∧
t
i
k 

������

������

> 0. (37)

To sum up, if the event driving interval is greater than
zero, the system can eliminate the Zeno phenomenon and
Teorem 2 is proved.

5. Simulation and Analysis

A MATLAB simulation is used to verify the correctness of
the theoretical scheme.Te number of trains in the system is
set to 4, including 1 leader and 3 followers. Te train
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operation diagram refers to a part of a certain line of a
subway operation company. Te distance between stations
of train operations is shown in Table 1, and the train op-
eration parameters are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 that, under the
premise of not changing the system operation time, the
research does not need to consider train safety. Set train 0 as
the leader train (the leading train) and train 1, train 2, and
train 3 as the following train (the following train).Te leader
train 0 operates in the optimal operation sequence of a single
train, and the follower trains 1, 2, and 3 operate in the
cooperative energy-saving optimal operation sequence. Te
set parking accuracy is not greater than 0.3m, and the
punctuality is less than 1 s. Te acceleration is regarded as a
collaborative variable, and a consistency protocol is intro-
duced, along with its energy-saving synergy coefcient λ � 1
and ε � 0.2. Te value of ui is shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that only under frst inert
working condition can the follower train carry out the
following consistency coordinated control.

Ten, the operation curve of 4 trains can be obtained, as
shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the following train 1 runs
between station 8 and station 9, train 2 runs between station
1 and station 2, between station 2 and station 3, between
station 6 and station 7, and between station 8 and station 9,
and train 3 runs between station 1 and station 2, between
station 2 and station 3, and between station 6 and station 7.
Te follower train is afected by the acceleration change of

the leader train between the corresponding station areas, and
its weighted acceleration follows consistently. With the
change of its working condition transition point, the sec-
ondary traction is carried out at the event trigger time (the
leader train braking time), and the follower train starts to
absorb and utilize the regenerative braking energy of the
leader train. Energy-saving optimization is carried out on
the premise of ensuring operation time and train parking
accuracy. Te variation trend of consistency coordination
deviation βi is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the follower train realizes ε co-
ordination and the trigger time of the follower train is shown
in Figure 6, which greatly reduces the system communi-
cation frequency and avoids the waste of network resources.

According to equations (8)–(11), the energy consumed
and regenerative energy of the follower train before and after
consistency control to complete the above simulation events
are given, as shown in Table 4.

Figure 7 shows the energy consumption of the follower
train.

It can be seen from Figure 7(a) that the newly added
follower train 1 absorbs and utilizes the regenerative energy
of the leader train when it operates between stations 8 and 9.
It can be seen from Figure 7(b) that the newly added follower
train 2 absorbs and utilizes the regenerative energy of the
leader train when it operates between stations 1 to 2 and 2 to
3. Te newly added follower train absorbs and utilizes the
regenerative energy of the leader train when it operates
between stations 6 to 7 and 8 to 9, as shown in Figure 7(c). It

Table 1: Running distance between stations.

Station Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 Station 5 Station 6 Station 7 Station 8 Station 9 Station
10

Station
11

Station
12

Distance
(m) 1850 2030 1558 1302 1395 1845 1753 2330 2105 2880 1560 2338

Table 2: Te train operation parameters.

Train
weight (t)

Maximum speed
(km/h)

Maximum
traction (kN)

Maximum
braking (kN)

Maximum traction
acceleration (m/s2)

Maximum braking
acceleration (m/s2)

Basic resistance
parameters

194 80 195 160 1 0.9
a� 2.031
b� 0.0622
c� 0.001807

Table 3: Value of coordination coefcient.

Leader train working condition Value of follower train coordination coefcient

Traction condition μi �

1 when train i is under traction condition
− 24 when train i is under coasting condition
− 1 when train i is under braking condition

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Coasting condition μi �

− 0.04 when train i is under traction condition
1 when train i is under coasting condition
0.04 when train i is under braking condition

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Braking condition
μi �

− 1when train i is under traction condition
− 1when train i is under 1th coasting condition
24when train i is under 2th coasting condition
1 when train i is under braking condition

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Table 4: Energy consumption of train operation.

Index Before consistency control After consistency control
Traction energy consumption of train 1/(kw·h) 121.80 116.60
Regenerative energy utilized by train 1/(kw·h) 4.92 7.45
Actual energy consumption of train 1/(kw·h) 116.88 109.15
Traction energy consumption of train 2/(kw·h) 134.25 123.40
Regenerative energy utilized by train 2/(kw·h) 6.11 15.33
Actual energy consumption of train 2/(kw·h) 128.14 108.07
Traction energy consumption of train 3/(kw·h) 88.81 77.23
Regenerative energy utilized by train 3/(kw·h) 0.06 8.04
Actual energy consumption of train 3/(kw·h) 88.75 69.19
Total traction energy consumption/(kw·h) 344.86 317.23
Total regeneration energy consumption/(kw·h) 11.09 30.82
Total actual energy consumption/(kw·h) 333.77 286.41
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Figure 7: Continued.
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can be seen that when follower train 3 operates between
stations 6 and 7, its absorbed regenerative energy has been
improved in detail, and the newly added regenerative energy
is absorbed and utilized by the leader train when it operates
between stations 1-2 and 2-3. Tis is consistent with the
operation interval of the follower train and the leader train in
Figure 4. It can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 7(d) that, on
the premise of ensuring the parking accuracy and punctu-
ality of the original train diagram, after the consistency
optimization, the regenerative energy absorbed and utilized
by each follower train has been improved to varying degrees
and the proportion of the total utilized regenerative energy
in the actual energy consumption has increased from 3.32%
before optimization to 10.76% after optimization.

6. Conclusions

Taking the urban rail train as the research object, this paper
establishes the energy-saving operation model of the urban
rail train and studies the following consistency of urban rail
train cooperative control. It is assuming that each urban rail
vehicle is an agent, the synergy coefcient and synergy de-
viation degree are introduced, and the train acceleration is
taken as the negotiation variable to study the feasibility of the
follower train to achieve synergy. To save network resources
and the amount of calculations of train coordination con-
sistency, when designing the follower train consistency
protocol, make each follower vehicle update the cooperative
controller only at the time of event triggering. Trough the
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Figure 7: Energy consumption and regenerative energy utilization of follower trains: (a) energy consumption and regenerative energy
utilization of train 1 between stations, (b) energy consumption and regenerative energy utilization of train 2 between stations, (c) energy
consumption and regenerative energy utilization of train 2 between stations, and (d) total energy consumption and regenerative energy
utilization of the following train during the running time.
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consistency analysis, it is proved that the multitrain system
can achieve the leader following consistency under the
consistency protocol, and the Zeno phenomenon is elimi-
nated. Finally, it is verifed by referring to the train diagram of
a certain line of a subway operation company. Trough
simulation analysis, based on the energy-saving method
proposed in this paper, on the premise of ensuring the
original parking accuracy and punctuality, the proportion of
the total renewable energy used by the follower train in the
actual energy consumption is increased from 3.32% to
10.76%, reducing 9.23% of the actual total energy con-
sumption of the train. Te proposed method improves the
utilization rate of regenerative energy of the leader train.
Considering the leader following consistency under switching
topology is the next key research content, which can expand
the utilization range of renewable energy and further save
traction energy consumption.
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